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ABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACT    
    

 To increase electric powered wheelchair (EPW) safety and efficiency on all 
terrains (both outdoor and indoor) the control system should have settings tuned to 
individual terrains. To implement the desired settings within a terrain dependent 
control system, identification of the traversed terrain is needed. This thesis focuses 
on the real-time implementation of vision-based approaches to classify the 
traversed terrain by an EPW. The successful implementation of the classification 
system allows for the development of new training and testing methods to further 
improve terrain classification accuracy on an EPW. Previous research proposed 
vision-based classification techniques relying on stand-alone cameras. Due to their 
passive nature, stand-alone cameras will not work in the dark. As a solution to this, a 
laser-stripe based structured light sensor is used in conjunction with an infrared 
camera that allows the traversed terrain signature to be seen at night. The 
classification process using this setup relies only on spatial relationships (spatial 
frequency and texture) between different gray levels in which the gray-levels of 
interest are the brightest in the image (the laser line) and the spatial relationship 
that is analyzed is the relative distance and smoothness of those pixels.  A Parzen-
window classifier is then used on each of these features separately to properly 
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detect the traversed terrain. The setup of the presented classification systems also 
allow for the portability of the system to another EPW or mobile platform. 
Experimental results based on classifying four terrains (asphalt, tile, grass, and 
gravel) demonstrate the overall effectiveness of the proposed methods. 
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CHAPTER 1CHAPTER 1CHAPTER 1CHAPTER 1    
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION    

  In recent years, terrain classification for autonomous ground vehicles (AGVs) 
has been applied to various mobile platforms including electric powered 
wheelchairs (EPWs) [30]. These EPWs are expected to operate on a variety of off-
road terrains, which in turn leads to a need for separate control systems or settings 
for each terrain in order to ensure safe and efficient performance. An example of an 
existing control system is the Terrain Response System available on the new Land 
Rovers (LR4), Ford Explorers, and Jeep Cherokees [1], [27], [35]. These systems 
include modes for various terrains such as gravel, grass, snow, mud, sand, and rock. 
These modes include predefined settings that alter vehicle parameters, including 
anti-locking, throttle response, and differential locking. These systems require the 
user to manually switch between the control modes for each terrain. Since human 
driver awareness can often times be limited, terrain classification algorithms have 
been developed [8], [9], to assist in automating the switch between control modes.   

With the development of classification algorithms and terrain-dependent 
control systems for AGVs, new attention is being given to EPWs such as the Pride 
Mobility wheelchairs [2]. Over 200,000 people in the United States use EPWs as 
their primary means of mobility [25], [26].  

Since EPWs are the primary form of mobility for many people, they must be 
able to traverse difficult terrains such as grass, gravel, and loose soil. Safe navigation 
of these surfaces is often possible, but inexperienced and fatigued users often make 
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mistakes in traversing these terrains, which can lead to injury and immobilization of 
the EPW [28], [29]. Therefore, EPWs are expected to benefit from terrain-dependent 
control systems similar to those in use on commercial vehicles and being developed 
for AGVs.  Although some individuals will be capable of manually switching between 
control modes, users of these power chairs may not always be able to recognize and 
adapt quickly enough to make the appropriate switch in control modes. In these 
cases, automated terrain classification is essential to ensure the safety of the 
operator.  
 Terrain classification methods for mobile robots primarily use one of two 
sensor types: proprioceptive (i.e. vibration and slip) sensors [3], [4], [5], [6], and 
vision sensors [10], [11]. In previous works (using proprioceptive sensors) it was 
discovered that by transforming vibration signals into the frequency domain using a 
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), distinct terrain signatures can be observed in the 
magnitude response [7], [8], [9]. Proprioceptive sensors, which are often associated 
with inertial measurement units, are dependent upon the speed, load and vehicle 
dynamics. These dependencies create a lack of portability between platforms and 
can lead to poor classification results without the use of large training sets. Vision 
sensors typically consist of cameras or laser range finders and use classification 
methods that can be easily ported between vehicle platforms. However, when the 
ground has superficial covering (e.g. , leaves, dry grass, or a small amount of water), 
or when the environment has a lack of visibility due to smoke, fog, or other 
precipitation, vision sensors can lead to misclassifications. Surfaces that have a 
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similar appearance, but are very distinct from a control perspective (such as dry and 
wet sand) may also cause poor classification.  

The focus of this thesis is the online implementation of a vision-based terrain 
classification scheme for EPWs. As previously developed offline in [22], the 
algorithm showed high accuracies for classification when using texture analysis and 
spatial frequency to calculate classification features. This thesis also discusses the 
online implementation of an update rule [33] to reject misclassifications, which 
leads to more accurate use of EPW control modes.  

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the experimental 
setup and the proposed real-time classification implementation algorithm along 
with the implemented control update rule. Chapter 3 presents the results of the real-
time classification experiments on four different outdoor terrains. Chapter 4 
presents concluding remarks and directions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 2    
DESCRIPTION OF EPW DESCRIPTION OF EPW DESCRIPTION OF EPW DESCRIPTION OF EPW CLASSIFICATION COMPONENTSCLASSIFICATION COMPONENTSCLASSIFICATION COMPONENTSCLASSIFICATION COMPONENTS    

2.12.12.12.1    Hardware SetHardware SetHardware SetHardware Set----UUUUp and Software Architecturep and Software Architecturep and Software Architecturep and Software Architecture    
 The Quantum 6000Z (shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2), which is produced 

by Pride Mobility, was chosen as the target EPW platform used in this research. This 
is because the 6000Z is able to connect to a PC based Pilot Plus programmable 
controller (shown in Figure 2.2) that allows the user to change certain settings such 
as: maximum velocity, acceleration, deceleration, and turning radius in up to five 
driving modes. This architecture is ideal for implementing terrain-dependent 
control modes in future research. 

 

 
Figure 2.1: Quantum 6000Z Pride Mobility Electronic Wheelchair: An electronic wheelchair designed to perform admirably on packed soil, grass, and gravel. 



 

Figure 2.2: Quantum 6000Z components (joystick and laser linethe PC based Pilot Plus programmer for configuring the 6000Z

The 6000Z weighs 300 lbs, has a maximum speed of 8 mph, and a range of 
approximately 20 miles.  
and is capable of carrying one passenger (plus personal items) with a maximum 
weight capacity of 300 lbs. Several 
given in Table 2.1.  

Table 2.1: Specifications for the Pride Mobility 6000Z Electric Wheelchair

Ground Clearance
Turning Radius
Overal
Overall Width
Drive Wheels
Caster Wheels

Suspension

Standard 
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Quantum 6000Z components (joystick and laser line-striper) along with the PC based Pilot Plus programmer for configuring the 6000Z driving parameters
 

weighs 300 lbs, has a maximum speed of 8 mph, and a range of 
approximately 20 miles.  The wheelchair is controlled and maneuvered by a joystick 
and is capable of carrying one passenger (plus personal items) with a maximum 

ight capacity of 300 lbs. Several other Pride 6000Z product specifications are 

Specifications for the Pride Mobility 6000Z Electric Wheelchair
Quantum 6000Z Specifications 

Ground Clearance 3.5” 
Turning Radius 22.5” 
Overall Length 36” w/o foot riggings
Overall Width 25.875” 
Drive Wheels 14” 
Caster Wheels 6” solid 

Suspension Active-Trac ATX with integrated rear dual-strut suspension and articulating caster beam 
Standard Electronics 70A, PG VR2 Controller

 
striper) along with driving parameters. 

weighs 300 lbs, has a maximum speed of 8 mph, and a range of 
The wheelchair is controlled and maneuvered by a joystick 

and is capable of carrying one passenger (plus personal items) with a maximum 
ther Pride 6000Z product specifications are 

Specifications for the Pride Mobility 6000Z Electric Wheelchair 

36” w/o foot riggings 

Trac ATX with strut suspension and articulating 
70A, PG VR2 Controller 



 

 The online approach presented in this 
strategy used in [8], which is based on
line-striper. The laser line
consisting of the following components: 
striper developers [14] 
(pulsed) with 1mW max output at 905nm;
902H Ultimate with a Computar HG1214A
intersection of the laser plane and terrain using the camera
bandpass filter is attached to
the wheelchair above the front caster whe
illustrates how the camera is used to perceive the laser plane and terrain 
intersection.  

Figure 2.3: The laser line
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proach presented in this thesis is identical to the
, which is based on a laser stripe based structured light sensor, or 

The laser line-striper is a high resolution, low proximity, hybrid sensor 
ollowing components: a laser which was donated by the line 

 at Carnegie Melon University, which is a Class IIIb GaAs laser 
d) with 1mW max output at 905nm; and a camera which is

902H Ultimate with a Computar HG1214AFCS-3 12mm lens. In order to 
intersection of the laser plane and terrain using the camera, a 900nm Omega Optical 

attached to the lens. The line-striper is mounted on the 
the wheelchair above the front caster wheel as seen in Figure 
illustrates how the camera is used to perceive the laser plane and terrain 

The laser line-striper mounted to the 6000Z along with a camera and frame grabber 

is identical to the offline 
d light sensor, or 

striper is a high resolution, low proximity, hybrid sensor 
which was donated by the line 

is a Class IIIb GaAs laser 
and a camera which is a Watec WAT-

3 12mm lens. In order to capture the 
, a 900nm Omega Optical 

on the front left of 
Figure 2.3. Figure 2.4 

illustrates how the camera is used to perceive the laser plane and terrain 

 
mounted to the 6000Z along with a camera and 
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 Stability of the entire system mount also played a role in determining the 
proper option for setup. In testing, problems often arose while traversing over 
uneven terrains such as gravel and grass. These problems include camera tilt and 
instability as well as connectivity issues involving the camera and frame grabber. In 
order to remedy these complications, cable ties were added to secure connections 
and reduce camera movement. Caution was also taken to operate the wheelchair 
over these terrains at reasonable speeds of no more than 5 miles per hour.  

  
Figure 2.4: Demonstration of mounted camera viewing an approximately 9in × 9in area 

 
On the 6000Z, the laser is mounted 10 inches off the ground at an angle of 29° 

with respect to the horizontal. The camera is mounted 5 inches above the line-
striper at an angle that places the laser plane in the center of captured images when 
traversing level ground. These mounting settings allow the camera to see 
approximately 9 inches ahead of the EPW, with a square terrain patch of 
approximately 9 inches by 9 inches. Figure 2.4 shows that the light of the laser is 
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fanned out in about 30° in both directions, forming a plane of light. When an object 
or the ground intersects the laser plane, the reflected light is observed by a camera 
placed at a vertical offset from the laser. The camera is then able to capture the 
intersection of the laser plane and the terrain being traversed by the wheelchair. 
Note that the band-pass filter attached to the camera lens prevents most of the 
ambient light that illuminates the ground from being seen in the captured images. 
Triangulation can then be used to extract the spatial coordinates of the laser plane 
and terrain intersection. This mounting prevented the foot platform and user from 
obstructing the laser line without increasing the outer dimensions of the EPW. The 
image frames are captured with a 2253S Sensoray frame grabber, which is LINUX 
compatible and shown in Figure 2.5. 

 
Figure 2.5: Sensoray frame grabber Model 2253S 

   
The Sensoray frame grabber is capable of processing the captured 640 × 480 images 
at a rate of 30 fps using the 2.53GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor used in these 
experiments.  
 



 

2.1.12.1.12.1.12.1.1
 In order to ensure accurate readings, the laser line
calibrated. Calibration is the process of 
measuring device that affect
device or the output of an instrument to a standard having known measurement 
characteristics.  
 In order to obtain the highest accuracy possible
the laser-line striper was calibrated 
tested by changing the focus of the camera
angle (shown in Figure 2.6).

(a) 
Figure 2.6:  (a) 

 
The clearest and brightest line
calibrate the camera.   
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2.1.12.1.12.1.12.1.1    Laser LineLaser LineLaser LineLaser Line----Striper CalibrationStriper CalibrationStriper CalibrationStriper Calibration 
In order to ensure accurate readings, the laser line-striper needs to be 

calibrated. Calibration is the process of finding the quantities internal to
measuring device that affect the imaging process. This is done by comparing a 
device or the output of an instrument to a standard having known measurement 

In order to obtain the highest accuracy possible for real-time implementation, 
was calibrated offline using the calibration program [37] 

focus of the camera while maintaining a constant
Figure 2.6).  

(b) 
 The laser line out of focus; (b) The laser line in focus

The clearest and brightest line-striper setting (Figure 2.6b) was selected to properly 

striper needs to be 
ding the quantities internal to a 

. This is done by comparing a 
device or the output of an instrument to a standard having known measurement 

time implementation, 
offline using the calibration program [37] and 

a constant height and 

 

The laser line out of focus; (b) The laser line in focus 

) was selected to properly 



 

Figure 2.7: The calibration setup with the camera, laser, a
 The principle of the calibration is as follows: Place a rectangle of known size 
in the plane of the laser and take an image of it with the camera of the laser line
striper. Knowing the size of the rectangle and the location o
the program can calculate the location of the rectangle with regards to the camera; 
therefore, it can calculate the location of the laser plane
image, the corresponding (x,y) position in that plane is
chosen coordinate system.

(a) 
Figure 2.8: (a) The calibration “box”; (b) The “box” set perpendicular to the laser 

 In this research
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The calibration setup with the camera, laser, and calibration object (

The principle of the calibration is as follows: Place a rectangle of known size 
the laser and take an image of it with the camera of the laser line

striper. Knowing the size of the rectangle and the location of its corners in the image, 
the program can calculate the location of the rectangle with regards to the camera; 
therefore, it can calculate the location of the laser plane [37]. For each pixel of the 

the corresponding (x,y) position in that plane is calculated in terms of a 
chosen coordinate system. 

(b) 
(a) The calibration “box”; (b) The “box” set perpendicular to the laser plane 

In this research, a calibration “box” in Figure 2.8 (a) was chosen as the 

nd calibration object (“box”) 
The principle of the calibration is as follows: Place a rectangle of known size 

the laser and take an image of it with the camera of the laser line-
f its corners in the image, 

the program can calculate the location of the rectangle with regards to the camera; 
. For each pixel of the 

calculated in terms of a 

 
(a) The calibration “box”; (b) The “box” set perpendicular to the laser 

was chosen as the 
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calibration target, with a length of 224 mm and a width of 62 mm. The procedure of 
calibration is as follows: 

1. Place the calibration “box” into the laser beam. In Figure 2.8 (b), the 
calibration “box” is sitting on a box, so that its sides are perpendicular to the 
laser plane.  

2.  Take an image of the calibration “box” with the camera of the laser line-
striper (seen in Figure 2.9). The corners and edges of the calibration “box” 
can be seen very clearly. 

 
Figure 2.9: The image of the calibration box 

 
3. Use the image as the input of the program to generate the calibration file. By 

using the calibration file, the information of the laser line can be extracted 
from the image.  

 
2.22.22.22.2    RealRealRealReal----Time Time Time Time Classification AlgorithmClassification AlgorithmClassification AlgorithmClassification Algorithm    

 Due to the fact that terrain colors may change under different lighting and 



 

weather conditions (e.g., grass may be green or yellow, gravel may be w
various shades of gray or tile 
for classification, unlike [10] and
classification relies on spatial relationships
gray levels of the captured images. These relationships are quantified using 
frequency response methods along with
captured images. Terrain classification 
feature sets using Parzen windows estimation of the probability distributions 
similar to its use in [6], [7], [8] and [9].
type is shown in Figure 

Figure 
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e.g., grass may be green or yellow, gravel may be w
or tile may consist of different colors), the methodology used 

for classification, unlike [10] and [11], does not rely on color. Instead the 
relies on spatial relationships in the terrain which are reflected in

of the captured images. These relationships are quantified using 
methods along with texture analysis calculations on the 

Terrain classification is conducted separately on each
Parzen windows estimation of the probability distributions 

to its use in [6], [7], [8] and [9]. The classification procedure for each f
 2.10 and discussed below. 

 
 2.10: The vision based classification outline 

 
    

e.g., grass may be green or yellow, gravel may be white or 
the methodology used 

[11], does not rely on color. Instead the 
in the terrain which are reflected in the 

of the captured images. These relationships are quantified using spatial 
analysis calculations on the 

on each of these 
Parzen windows estimation of the probability distributions [16] 

The classification procedure for each feature 
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2.2.1 Software Development2.2.1 Software Development2.2.1 Software Development2.2.1 Software Development    
 The framework for the “line extraction” process was provided by Christoph 
Mertz and Martial Hebert from the Carnegie Mellon University Robotics Institute in 
which the line could be extracted for one single frame from a preexisting frame 
offline. In order to transform this process into a real-time application, various C-
programming techniques were used to handle the data transfer of frames from the 
frame grabber while applying the classification algorithms (also implemented using 
c-programming).  While there was a high risk in memory leaks occurring due to the 
amount of data being handled, it was decided that pointers and dynamic arrays 
would be best suited to allow enough memory allocation for the tasks performed. 
Many of the subtasks were created as functions to provide simplicity to the real-time 
program. The details of this process can be found in Appendix A.     

2.2.2.2.2222.2.2.2.2    Spatial FrequencySpatial FrequencySpatial FrequencySpatial Frequency    
 Spatial frequency not only takes advantage of the intensity data provided by 
the camera in the laser line-striper. It also provides an accurate spatial 
representation of the terrain (i.e. an accurate terrain profile). To compute the spatial 
frequency response feature, the points on the laser line are first extracted from the 
image and are transformed from the image coordinates to the laser plane 
coordinates (P, Q). The resulting set of points in the laser plane coordinate system is 
representative of the profile of the terrain being traversed. It can also be shown that 
the magnitude of the spatial frequency responses of the terrain profile has a direct 
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link to terrain classification using proprioceptive sensors (specifically vibration-
based classification) [6], [7].  
 Before calculating the spatial frequency content of the terrain profiles, it is 
important to remove any information that is not inherent to the terrain type such as: 
the DC component (a zero frequency component) and the average slope of the 
profile. The DC component represents the average height of the profile in the laser 
plane and the average slope is with respect to the cross-slope referenced to the EPW 
position.  The DC component and relative slope are removed from the vertical 
position of the terrain profile (y-coordinate) using a line fit in the least squares 
sense, which has the equation 
 QR = SP T U,  (2.1) 
where X is the x-coordinate in the laser plane coordinate system, a is the estimated 
cross-slope and b is the estimated DC component. 

The least squares method defines the estimate of these parameters as the 
values which minimize the sum of the squares between the measurements and the 
model [34]. This amounts to minimizing the expression: 
 
 V =  WXQY Z QRY[\

Y
= W[QY Z (S T UPY)]\

Y
, (2.2) 

 
where ε is the error between the actual and predicted values. Taking the derivative 
of ε with respect to a and b and setting them to zero gives the following set of 
equations: 
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  ]ε
]S = 2^S T 2U W PY Z 2 W QY = 0     S_`     ]ε

]U
= 2U W PY\ T 2S W PY Z 2 W QYPY = 0 , 

 
(2.3) 

 where N is the number of set pairs of observed coordinates aPY, QYb. Solving the two 
equations above, gives the least squares estimate of a and b as: 
 
 S = cd Z Uce ,    U = ∑(QY Z cd)(PY Z ce)

∑(PY Z ce)\  (2.4) 
 
(with MY and MX denoting the means of X and Y). Therefore the resulting new 
terrain profile y-values are obtained by: 
 gY = QY Z QRY . (2.5) 
 The new terrain profile y-values obtained after the elimination of the DC 
component and slope form a discrete sequence y[n] with length equal to the number 
of laser points. To find the frequency components of y[n], the spatial Fourier 
Transform is obtained by using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).  

 hi = W gjklY\mnop
qlr

jst
,           u = 0, … , ^ Z 1 .  (2.6) 

 
The magnitude of the frequency response is chosen as the frequency based feature 
vector  hi defined by 

 hi = [|g(xy)|]z . (2.7) 
This particular methodology was first explained and proven useful in [8].  
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2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.3333    Texture AnalysisTexture AnalysisTexture AnalysisTexture Analysis    
 Although no formal definition of texture exists, intuitively this descriptor 
provides measures of properties such as smoothness, coarseness, and regularity 
[15], [18]. Image texture works in a similar fashion to texture through feel; for 
example, elevation changes in surfaces that would regularly be felt as rough or silky 
are interpreted as high brightness values (gray-levels) [15]. To calculate texture 
features it is necessary to characterize the gray level primitive properties as well as 
the spatial relationships between them [22]. 
 In this research, a statistical approach based on the Gray Level Co-occurrence 
Matrix (GLCM) [15], [18], [22] is chosen to describe the texture of the laser line 
striper images. To quantify the texture content of the laser line striper images, a set 
of descriptors from the GLCM are obtained. The GLCM can be specified in a matrix of 
relative frequencies p(i, j) in which two adjacent pixels occur on the image, one with 
gray level i and the other with gray level j [15] [22]. The GLCM used and described 
previously is for second-order texture calculations in which the relationship 
between two neighboring pixels in the original image are considered. The spatial 
relationship used to organize the GLCM was the eastern spatial relationship, 
illustrated in Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.11: Example of the GLCM Eastern spatial relationship 

 
The following textural features were chosen to quantify the texture content of the 
images: 
1) Contrast: Measures the local variations in the GLCM, given by 
 W|{ Z x|\|({, x).

Y,}
 (2.8) 

2) Correlation: Measures how correlated a pixel is to a neighbor over the whole 
image, which is mathematically described by 

 W ({ Z ~Y)Xx Z ~}[|({, x)
�Y�} ,

Y,}
  (2.9) 

 where 
 ~Y = W {

Y
W |({, x),    ~} = W x W |({, x),

Y}}
   (2.10) 

 �Y = W({ Z ~Y)\ W |({, x),
YY

 (2.11) 
 



 

 
 
3) Energy: Provides a measure of uniformity, given by 
 
4) Homogeneity: Measure the closeness of the distribution of elements in the 

GLCM to the GLCM diagonal, mathematically described by
 
The texture feature vector 
 h� = [��_��S��

In order to reduce computation cost associated with calculating the text
descriptors, the images captured by the frame grabber were converted from a three 
channel RBG image to a smaller gray
quantized into 8-bit gray
the image from a 640 × 480 pixel image to 

Figure 2.12: (left) A picture of a captured (right) A picture of a captured image of grass in the cropped 480
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: Provides a measure of uniformity, given by  
W |\({, x)
Y,}

 . 
: Measure the closeness of the distribution of elements in the 

GLCM to the GLCM diagonal, mathematically described by 
W |({, x)

1 T |{ Z x|Y,}
 . 

The texture feature vector xxxxt is then chosen as the 4 dimensional vector
��_��S�� ����k�S�{�_ �_k��g ����k�k_k{�g]. 

In order to reduce computation cost associated with calculating the text
, the images captured by the frame grabber were converted from a three 

channel RBG image to a smaller gray-scale image in which the 256 RBG values were 
bit gray-level values. The image is made smaller by simply cropping 

480 pixel image to the inner 480 × 360 image 

(left) A picture of a captured image of grass in the original (right) A picture of a captured image of grass in the cropped 480

(2.12) 

(2.13) 
: Measure the closeness of the distribution of elements in the 

(2.14) 
is then chosen as the 4 dimensional vector 

(2.15) 
In order to reduce computation cost associated with calculating the texture 

, the images captured by the frame grabber were converted from a three 
scale image in which the 256 RBG values were 

level values. The image is made smaller by simply cropping 
image pixels.  

 
image of grass in the original 640×480 size; (right) A picture of a captured image of grass in the cropped 480×360 size 
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In order to reduce the impact of terrain color and lighting conditions, the 
cropped image is then passed through an adaptive threshold filter, which further 
dims the background while brightening the laser line. This makes the laser line more 
distinct from the background.  

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.4444    Principal Component AnalysisPrincipal Component AnalysisPrincipal Component AnalysisPrincipal Component Analysis    
With a large number of high dimensional feature vectors for each terrain, the 

overall training matrix becomes extremely large. This can drastically affect the 
online computation performance. To resolve this issue, Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) is used to create reduced-order feature vectors. In implementing the 
PCA, an unbiased set of the training data �� was created by subtracting the mean 
vector �� � ���r of the training matrix �    from each column of the training data �    
matrix as  
    �� = � Z ���r�� ,    (2.16) 
where ���j     is the m × n matrix of ones. Computing the Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) of this unbiased training data yields orthogonal matrices UUUU 
and VVVV with a nonnegative diagonal matrix ΣΣΣΣ such that  
    �� = ���z .    (2.17) 
Each diagonal component of ΣΣΣΣ corresponds to a principal component vector (i.e., a 
column) �� of UUUU. The amount of energy ξ associated with the first k principle 
components is given by  
 � = ∑ �Y\nYsr∑ �Y\�Ysr

, (2.18) 
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where �Y are the diagonal components of the matrix ΣΣΣΣ and �r � �\ � � � �� . The 
parameter k serves as the reduced-order dimension and is chosen by treating ξ as a 
tuning parameter. Define 
    �n = [�r �� … �n] ,    (2.19) 
and let   � �n�� be given by 
      = �nz¡�  .    (2.20) 
Where the columns of YYYY, denoted by  ¢� are called the eigenspace coefficients and 
serve as the reduced-order feature vectors for the training data. They are the 
projections of the unbiased feature vectors  ��� (the columns of  ��) onto the space 
spanned by �n . Hence, the eigenspace coefficients are reduced-order 
representations of the terrain signatures in the orthogonal basis defined by the 
column space of �n[9].  Each ¢� corresponds to a specific terrain type. 

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.5555    ParzenParzenParzenParzen----window Classifierwindow Classifierwindow Classifierwindow Classifier    
As stated earlier and illustrated in Figure 2.10, the Parzen-window classifier 

was selected to classify the feature vectors  h� and    hi as a particular terrain. Because 
of its fast training speed, simplicity and robustness [38], the Parzen-window 
estimation was determined to be an acceptable candidate for the real-time 
classification implementation.  

Parzen-window estimation is based on Bayesian classifiers and uses a 
supervised training set to develop distribution functions. These functions are used 
to estimate the likelihood of an input feature vector being part of a learned category 
or class. The learned patterns can also be combined or weighted with the a priori 
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probability of each category to determine the most likely class for a given input 
vector. If the relative frequency of the categories is unknown, then all categories can 
be assumed to be equally likely and the determination of category is solely based on 
the closeness of the input feature vector to the distribution function of a class [23]. 

The Parzen windows method is a non-parametric procedure that synthesizes 
an estimate of a probability density function (pdf) by superposition of a number of 
windows, replicas of a function (often the Gaussian function). The Parzen windows 
classifier takes a classification decision after calculating the pdf of each class using 
the given training examples. 

 
Figure 2.13: Parzen Probabilistic Neural Network 

 
The network structure of a typical PPNN is shown in Figure 2.13 with an 

input layer, a pattern layer, a summation layer, and an output layer [32]. The input 
layer buffers the input feature vector XXXX  (h�or hi) to the neurons in the pattern layer. 
Then, the neuron £¤Y  computes its output using 
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 ¥Y}(£) = 1
(2¦)p§ �q k¨| ©Z (£ Z £}�)z(£ Z £}�)2�\ ª, (2.21) 

 where i is the class (or in our case the terrain type), j is the training sample in class i, 
σ is a smoothing factor, and N is the dimension of the pattern vector XXXX. The 
summation layer uses a Parzen window function [24], with a Gaussian distribution 
as the window function, to compute the probability P(Ci|XXXX) of a given input XXXX 
belonging to class Ci. In particular, 
 «(�Y|£) = 1

(2¦)p§ �q W k¨| ©Z (£ Z £}�)z(£ Z £}�)2�\ ª
j¬

sr
 , (2.22) 

where _Y  denotes the total number of samples in class Ci. The output layer uses the 
calculation of the probability distribution function the summation layer, and applies 
to the decision rule of the equation immediately below to select the class with the 
highest probability. The vector XXXX  is said to belong to a particular class Ci if 
 «(�Y|£) ® «X�}¯£[,    ∀x = 1,2, � , _, x ° {. (2.23) 
 The selection of the smoothing factor σ has great influence on the 
performance of the Parzen-window function. For nonlinear decision boundaries, the 
smoothing factor needs to be as small as possible [6]. A validation set was used to 
select a suitable smoothing factor in addition to the PCA energy percentage.  

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.6666    Control Update RuleControl Update RuleControl Update RuleControl Update Rule    
As the classification result, regardless of whether it is a true or false positive, 

will be used to implement terrain-dependent control modes, a process is needed 
which prevents or minimizes control mode usage based on misclassifications. The 
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research of [36] utilizes such a process, called an update rule, by considering both 
the current and past terrain detection. The motivation behind the update rule is to 
utilize inherent consistency in terrain data that results from the fact that terrain 
changes are not random. This allows for misclassifications to be rejected while mi-
nimizing the delay in switching control modes when a true terrain transition is ex-
perienced. The update rule has two design parameters: 

1. n: the width of the history window. 
2. η: the minimum fraction of samples required to be of a single terrain in the 

history window before the control mode will be updated. (It can be 
viewed as a threshold required to switch control modes.) 

When a new terrain is classified, the update rule considers the new classification 
and the n-1 prior classifications. The update rule then calculates the percentage of 
each terrain in this history window. If the highest percentage |± satisfies |± � 100² 
then the control mode will be updated. In the case where |± ® 100², the robot will 
continue to use the last control mode specified by the update rule.  

 
Figure 2.14: Explanation of Pareto Optimality 
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Update rule performance is measured in terms of robustness to misclassifica-
tion and sensitivity to terrain transition. Robustness is expressed as the ratio of the 
number of accurate control modes used to the total number of control modes used 
and sensitivity is defined as the average delay in updating control modes when a 
terrain transition is experienced. A smaller delay (measured in number of samples) 
implies higher sensitivity. Due to the inherent trade-off in robustness and sensitivity, 
values of n and η that simultaneously maximize robustness and sensitivity may not 
exist. Therefore, in general a Pareto optimal choice of n and η is sought. A pair (n,η) 
is Pareto optimal if there is no way to increase the sensitivity without reducing the 
robustness and vice versa (see Figure 2.14). Determining the Pareto optimal values 
of n and η begins by defining finite sets of values of n and η to be considered which 
are: ^ = a_r, _\, … b and � = a²r, ²\, … b. Update rules with all possible combinations 
of n ³ N and η ³ H are then applied to the classification results obtained using the 
Parzen-window classifier discussed previously. For each update rule, sensitivity is 
computed along with the robustness, after which a set of Pareto optimal pairs (n,η) 
can then be determined. Selection of one pair from this set of Pareto optimal values 
is dependent on user’s preference between sensitivity and robustness [31]. 

To determine an update rule for hi and h�, the set of considered values for n 
was defined as N = a1, 2, 3, …, 20b, while the set of considered values of η was de-
fined as H = a0.5, 0.525, 0.55, …, 1.0b. Since it was decided to favor robustness over 
sensitivity, the pair (n, η) which corresponds to perfect robustness and maximum 
sensitivity is chosen for update rule implementation. For hi and h� the chosen esti-
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mated values tested were n = 5, and η = 0.60, and n = 7, and η = 0.50. For more in-
formation on the update rule, see [26]. 

 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    



 

SPATIAL FREQUENCY AND TEXTURE ANALYSIS RESULTSSPATIAL FREQUENCY AND TEXTURE ANALYSIS RESULTSSPATIAL FREQUENCY AND TEXTURE ANALYSIS RESULTSSPATIAL FREQUENCY AND TEXTURE ANALYSIS RESULTS

 This chapter presents terrain classification results obtained using spatial 
frequency and texture features as described in chapter
were conducted at two locations: the University of Pittsburgh, PA and the FAMU
College of Engineering campus in Tallahassee, FL. Four different surfaces were 
considered during testing: grass, asphalt, tile, and gravel.  
different terrains traversed by the 6000Z. In total 1000 online classifications were 
conducted on each terrain. 

Figure 3.1: Grass (top left), gravel (top right), asphalt (bottom
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SPATIAL FREQUENCY AND TEXTURE ANALYSIS RESULTSSPATIAL FREQUENCY AND TEXTURE ANALYSIS RESULTSSPATIAL FREQUENCY AND TEXTURE ANALYSIS RESULTSSPATIAL FREQUENCY AND TEXTURE ANALYSIS RESULTS

3.13.13.13.1    Results and ComparisonsResults and ComparisonsResults and ComparisonsResults and Comparisons 
presents terrain classification results obtained using spatial 

xture features as described in chapter 2. Online classification tests 
were conducted at two locations: the University of Pittsburgh, PA and the FAMU
College of Engineering campus in Tallahassee, FL. Four different surfaces were 
considered during testing: grass, asphalt, tile, and gravel.  Figure 3.1
different terrains traversed by the 6000Z. In total 1000 online classifications were 

each terrain.  

Grass (top left), gravel (top right), asphalt (bottom left), and tile (bottom right) 

SPATIAL FREQUENCY AND TEXTURE ANALYSIS RESULTSSPATIAL FREQUENCY AND TEXTURE ANALYSIS RESULTSSPATIAL FREQUENCY AND TEXTURE ANALYSIS RESULTSSPATIAL FREQUENCY AND TEXTURE ANALYSIS RESULTS    

presents terrain classification results obtained using spatial 
assification tests 

were conducted at two locations: the University of Pittsburgh, PA and the FAMU-FSU 
College of Engineering campus in Tallahassee, FL. Four different surfaces were 

.1 shows the four 
different terrains traversed by the 6000Z. In total 1000 online classifications were 

 
left), and tile (bottom 
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Table 3.1 shows the classification accuracy than can be achieved when using 
the spatial frequency response method without the applied update rule and Table 
3.2 show the classification result when the update rule is applied. The results show 
that the online algorithm is able to classify all four terrains with an accuracy of at 
least 84% with an overall accuracy of 89%. When paired with the presented update 
rule this accuracy increases to over 93% for each terrain and an overall accuracy of 
over 96%. This indicates that hi is an effective online terrain signature for the EPW. 
When misclassifications occur, it tends to be between the gravel and grass terrains 
or between the tile and asphalt terrains. This is due to the similarly rough nature of 
the grass and gravel profiles and the similarly smooth nature of asphalt and tile 
profiles. 

Table 3.1: Spatial frequency response classification results without the update rule applied 
 Tested Terrain 

Asphalt Tile Grass Gravel 

 
Detected Terrain 

Asphalt 84.28% 15.72%   
Tile  96.74%  3.26% 

Grass   83.95% 16.05% 
Gravel   8.30% 91.70% 
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Table 3.2: Spatial frequency response classification results with the update rule applied 
 Tested Terrain 

Asphalt Tile Grass Gravel 

 
Detected Terrain 

Asphalt 93.58% 6.42%   
Tile  99.32%  0.67% 

Grass   96.01% 3.99% 
Gravel   4.08% 95.92% 

 
 Table 3.3 shows the classification results from the use of h� without the 
applied update rule and Table 3.4 shows the result when the update rule is applied. 
Like spatial frequency response features, these tables show that texture is an 
effective method for identifying the terrain signature for the EPW, as the terrains 
were classified with at an overall rate of 82% without the use of the update rule and 
at almost 88% with the update rule. As with spatial frequency response features, the 
most common misclassifications occur between grass and gravel or asphalt and tile. 
However texture features are less confused between grass and gravel than spatial 
frequency response features, while spatial frequency response features more easily 
distinguished between asphalt and tile. This indicates that the combined use of the 
two feature sets in the future would results in a more robust system than either set 
can achieve independently.  
 It is believed that some of the grass and gravel confusion using texture 
features was the result of over-cropping the images as shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: Image of the laser line-striper on grass after cropping has occurred 
 
To maintain the computational efficiency of the cropping procedure in the future, 
the crop window should adapt to fit the vertical position of the laser line.  

Table 3.3: Texture analysis classification results without the update rule applied 
 Tested Terrain 

Asphalt Tile Grass Gravel 

 
Detected Terrain 

Asphalt 99.13%   0.87% 
Tile 32.87% 65.93%  1.20% 

Grass   89.23% 10.77% 
Gravel 18.93%  6.34% 74.73% 

 
 
 
 



 

Table 3.4: Texture analysis classification results
 

 
Detected 
Terrain 

Asphalt
Tile

Grass
Gravel

3.1.13.1.13.1.13.1.1
    To determine if the classification approach could benefit from further tuning 
of the update rule, a
concatenating 1000 samples of the four terrains (as
the figures below, this sequence is 
while the middle bar gives the classifi
of the update rule when applied to the classifier results.  

Figure 3.3: Spatial frequency response classification 
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Texture analysis classification results with the update rule applied
Tested Terrain 

Asphalt Tile Grass Gravel
Asphalt 100.00%   

Tile 27.45% 72.55%  0.67%
Grass   95.51% 4.49%
Gravel 14.17%  3.09% 82.74%

 
3.1.13.1.13.1.13.1.1    Control UpControl UpControl UpControl Update Rule Resultsdate Rule Resultsdate Rule Resultsdate Rule Results    

determine if the classification approach could benefit from further tuning 
of the update rule, a sequence of three terrain-transitions was formed by 
concatenating 1000 samples of the four terrains (asphalt, tile, grass, and gravel). 

his sequence is shown in the top bar graph (labeled true terrain)
gives the classifier results, and the bottom bar gives th

of the update rule when applied to the classifier results.   

Spatial frequency response classification accuracy comparisonand η=0.60 

with the update rule applied 
Gravel 

 
0.67% 
4.49% 

82.74% 

determine if the classification approach could benefit from further tuning 
transitions was formed by 

phalt, tile, grass, and gravel). In 
led true terrain), 
gives the results 

 
accuracy comparison with n=5 



 

 

Figure 3.4: Texture analysis

Figure 3.5: Spatial frequency response classification 
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Texture analysis classification accuracy comparison with n=5 and 
η=0.60 

 

Spatial frequency response classification accuracy comparison with n=7 and η=0.50 
 

 
with n=5 and 

 

accuracy comparison with n=7 



 

Figure 3.6: Texture analysis response classification 

 While the control update rule was effective, it was not able to
eliminate all of the misclassifications for spatial frequency and texture analysis. 
However the update rule is primarily designed to ignore isolated, short stretches of 
misclassifications. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show that when the duration of 
misclassifications are short in nature, many misclassifications, but not all 
misclassifications can be rejected. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show that 
further optimization choices of 
resulting in a smoother 
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Texture analysis response classification accuracy comparison with n=7 and η=0.50 
 

While the control update rule was effective, it was not able to
eliminate all of the misclassifications for spatial frequency and texture analysis. 
However the update rule is primarily designed to ignore isolated, short stretches of 
misclassifications. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show that when the duration of 

lassifications are short in nature, many misclassifications, but not all 
misclassifications can be rejected. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show that the
further optimization choices of n and η, is able to reject additional misclassifications

 control update transition of the EPW between

   

 
accuracy comparison with n=7 

While the control update rule was effective, it was not able to completely 
eliminate all of the misclassifications for spatial frequency and texture analysis. 
However the update rule is primarily designed to ignore isolated, short stretches of 
misclassifications. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show that when the duration of 

lassifications are short in nature, many misclassifications, but not all 
 algorithm, with 

t additional misclassifications, 
n terrains. 
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CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 4    
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKCONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKCONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKCONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK    

   Presented in this thesis are real-time implementation results, utilizing a laser 
line-striper sensor. All experiments were conducted on the Pride Mobility Quantum 
6000Z Series EPW and two types of features were implemented, spatial frequency 
response of the terrain profile and texture analysis, both of which are used to 
represent the spatial relationships between different gray level values.  When paired 
with the presented update rule to reject misclassifications, classification accuracies 
of over 90% can be achieved.  

These results are expected to be expanded upon by combining both spatial 
frequency and texture into a feature vector hµ for improved result as was done 
offline in [33]. This combination would more than likely be introduced through the 
use of parallel programming (as opposed to sequential programming) to minimize 
the computational cost when implemented online. In particular, let TTTTs and TTTTt 
represent the amount of time needed to calculate spatial frequency and texture 
respectively, then the maximum computation time is reduced from  ¶· T ¶�  using 
sequential programming to the maximum of  ¶· and ¶�  using parallel programming.  

Lastly, the implementation of the classification algorithm was tested with 
four relatively homogeneous terrains. Therefore, more challenging experiments 
involving mixed terrains, surfaces with anisotropic features (e.g. concrete roadways 
with grooves in predefined directions) and other outdoor terrains like mud should 
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be conducted to determine the range of applicability of the online implementation 
[33]. 
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AAAAPPENDIX APPENDIX APPENDIX APPENDIX A    

ONLINE TERRAIN CLASSIFICATION CODEONLINE TERRAIN CLASSIFICATION CODEONLINE TERRAIN CLASSIFICATION CODEONLINE TERRAIN CLASSIFICATION CODE    
(Classification code) 
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